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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we show how to extend tensor induction of generalized
characters in such a way as to map certain cyclotomic integer combinations
of generalized characters of a subgroup of a finite group G to similar
combinations of characters of G. We call the construction twisted tensor
induction.
In the second section, we extend the notion of twisted tensor induction
to certain cyclotomic integer combinations of Brauer characters of sub-
 .groups of G in fact, to a somewhat more general setting .
In the third section, we give an alternative version of a construction of
w xKnorr 3 of a ``square-root'' of a certain generalized character, and a moreÈ
general method to construct other ``roots'' of generalized characters.
1. TWISTED TENSOR INDUCTION
We recall that if H is a subgroup of the finite group G, and u is a
G .generalized character of H, we may define a generalized character, T u ,H
of G via
 .r x
G m y1iw xT u x s u g x g .  .H i i
is1
*The author is grateful to the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences for its
 .support provided via EPSRC while this work was done.
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  .4   :.for each x g G, where g : 1 F i F r x is a set of H, x -double coseti
 :representatives, and Hg x is a union of m right cosets of H in G fori i
each i. The map T G is known as tensor induction. This map has anH
obvious extension to the ring of complex-valued class functions of H to the
corresponding ring for G where we allow u to be any complex-valued
G . .class function, and use the same definition of T u as above .H
However, under this obvious definition, T G need not send algebraicH
integer combinations of characters of H to algebraic integer combinations
of characters of G.
For example, let H be the trivial subgroup of the group G which is
 .cyclic of order two. Define the function u of H via u 1 s v, where
v s e2p i r3. Then we easily compute that
G w x 2 G w xT u 1 s v , T u g s v .  .H H
for g the generator of G. Hence we have
1
G :T u , 1 s y , .H 2
G .so that T u is not an algebraic integer combination of characters in thisH
 w x.case. This problem has been noted already for example, 1, 2 .
ÄGWe consider an amended definition, to give a new function T whichH
does map certain algebraic integer combinations of characters of H to
similar combinations of characters of G.
< <Let t be a positive integer which is relatively prime to G , and let
2p i r t 2p i r <G < w x w xv s e , and a s e . Let K s Q a , and let L s K v . When m
< <  .is a divisor of G , we let s denote the element of Gal LrK defined bym
vs s v m.m
w xFor u a Z v -combination of complex irreducible characters of H, we
set
 .r x
sm iG m y1iÄ w xT u x s u g x g . .  .H i i
is1
ÄGIt is clear that T is multiplicative, and it is easy to check that for anyH
subgroup M, of G, we have
G ÄG ÄM H g gg gRes T u s T Res u , .  . . . M H H l M H l M
ggH_GrM
g .  y1 . gwhere u x s u gxg for x g H .
ÄG . w xWe claim that T u is a Z v -combination of characters of G. UsingH
Brauer's induction theorem and the above Mackey formula, it suffices to
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consider the case that G is Brauer-elementary. We consider first the case
w x  .  . w xthat G : H is prime say p in which case H eG . Let s s L : K . Then
we may write u s sy1v ia , where each a is a generalized character ofis0 i i
H. Choose g g G _ H.
ÄG sy1 pi p .w x  .Notice that T u x s  v a x for x g G _ H, while letting UH is0 i
denote a transversal to H in G, we have
sy1
G i uÄT u x s v a x .  .  . H i /ugU is0
for each x g H. Collecting ``cross'' terms in an appropriate fashion, we see
w xthat there is a Z v -combination of characters of H, say g , such that
sy1
G G G iÄ ÄT u s Ind g q T v a . .  .  .H H H i
is0
For each i,
ÄG i pi GT v a s v T a , . .H i H i
w xwhich is a Z v -combination of characters of G. This completes the proof
w xwhen G : H is prime.
 w x.To complete the proof using induction on G : H , it suffices to prove
that twisted tensor induction is transitive when defined, i.e., when the
w xintermediate class function is a Z v -combination of characters. Although
it would suffice for our purposes to consider three subgroups, each normal
and of prime index in the next, we prove transitivity in general. Suppose,
w xthen, that H : K : G, and that u is a Z v -combination of characters of
ÄK  . w xH such that T u is also a Z v -combination of characters of K.H
  .4Choose x g G, and let g : 1 F i F r x be a set of representatives fori
  :..   i. 4the K, x -double cosets in G. For each i, let t ; 1 F j F s be a setj i
 y1 .of representatives for the H, g Xg l K -double coset representatives ini i
  i.  . 4K. Then t g : 1 F i F r x , 1 F j F s is a set of representatives for thej i i
  :.H, x -double cosets in G. We let q denote the number of right cosetsi j
 i.  :of H in Ht g x . We havej i
s .r x i
G s  i. m q y1  i.y1q m i i jÄ i j iw xT u x s u t g x g t .  . H j i i j
is1 js1
which equals
 .r x sm iH m y1 G KiÄ Ä Ä w xT u g x g s T T u x , .  . .  /K i i K H
is1
which suffices to complete the proof of the required transitivity.
ÄGWe call T twisted tensor induction from H to G.H
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2. TWISTED TENSOR INDUCTION AND BRAUER
CHARACTERS
In this section, we work in somewhat more generality than is required
< <for the case of Brauer characters. Let p be a set of prime divisors of G
for G a finite group. Then J. A. Green observed that it follows from
Brauer's induction theorem that a complex-valued class function of G
which is only defined on p-elements agrees with the restriction of a
generalized-character of G if and only if its restriction to each Brauer
elementary p-subgroup of G is a generalized character. A similar observa-
tion is valid if ``generalized character'' is replaced by ``algebraic integer
combination of characters,'' as is well known by now.
Let H be a subgroup of G, and let u be a class function defined on
w xp-elements which agrees with a Z g combination of characters of H on
< <p-elements, where g is a primitive complex G th root of unity. Let h bep 9
< <a primitive complex G th root of unity. We may define the class functionp
Äp .G .T u on p-elements of G viaH
 .r x
t m ip .G m y1iÄ w xT u x s u g x g .  .H i i
is1
  .4for each p-element, x, of G, where g : 1 F i F r x is a set of represen-i
  :.tatives for the H, x -double cosets in G, m is the number of righti
 :  w x w x.cosets of H in Hg x , and t is the automorphism in Gal Q a rQ hi m im i  .with gt s g for a as in Section 1 . Notice that each m is am ii
p-number, so that the automorphism t can indeed be defined in thism i
way.
Äp .G . w xWe claim that T u agrees with a Z g -combination of characters ofH
G Äp .G  ..G on p-elements. For this, it suffices to show that Res T u is aE H
w xZ g -combination of characters of E for each Brauer-elementary p-
subgroup, E, of G. However, it is clear that for such an E, we have
G Äp .G ÄE H g gg gRes T u s T Res u , .  . . . E H H l E H l E
ggH_GrE
where we define
ÄE H g gg gT Res u . .H l E H l E
as in Section 1. Our claim now follows from the results of Section 1.
 .An interesting special case is when H s C y for some p 9-element, y,G
 .  .and u is defined on p-elements of H via u x s x yx , where x is a
generalized character of H. We note that in that case, for each p-element
x of G, we obtain
 .r x
p .G m m y1i iÄT x s x y g x g . .  .H i i
is1
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Äp .G .If we now extend T u to a class function of G which is constant onH
w xp-sections, we obtain a Z g -combination of characters of G. Notice also
Äp .G .w xthat if x is a linear character of H, then T u x agrees withH
 .wG : H xx y times the ``character-theoretic transfer'' of x evaluated at x.
3. ROOTS OF GENERALIZED CHARACTERS
w xIn this section we generalize a construction of Knorr 3 . Let p be aÈ
 .prime, G be a finite p9-group, and V be a faithful GF p G-module which
has a basis transitively permuted by G. Let H be the stabilizer of the first
vector of the distinguished basis. Let c be the character of G with
 . <  . <  . r  g .c g s C g for all g g G. Then we see easily that c g s p , whereV
 .   :. G .r g is the number of H, g -double cosets in G. Hence c s T p1 .H H
 .Knorr has defined a generalized character, d , of G via d g sÈ
w  .x w xV : C g for all g g G, and showed in 3 how to construct an algebraicV
integer combination of characters, g , of G with gg s d . We will show here
how to use the results of Section 1 to construct such a g , and other similar
``roots.''
 .  .If p s 2, or if p ' 1 mod 4 , we set e s 1. If p ' 3 mod 4 , we set
2p i r p w x ’e s y1. We set v s e , and K s Q e p the quadratic subfield of
w x w p i r4 xQ v if p is odd, one of the three quadratic subfields of Q e if
.  .’p s 2 . Setting b s e p 1 , we have bb s p1 . Now, using the resultsH H
ÄG .  . w xof Section 1, T b s a , say is certainly a Z v -combination of charac-H
ters of G, and we have
G G GÄ Ä Äaa s T b T b s T bb s c . .  .  .H H H
The values taken by a may now be computed relatively easily. If the
integer n is not divisible by p, we set
n
x n s if p / 2, .p  /p
or
 2 .n y1 r8x n s y1 if p s 2. .  .p
 .  .’ ’Then an easy calculation shows that e p s s x n e p whenever n isn p
 .not divisible by p where s is defined as in Section 1 . Hence for x g Gn
 .  :.such that G is a union of r x H, x -double cosets, and with notation as
in Section 1, we see easily that
 .  .r x r x
 .s r xm im y1i ’a x s b g x g s e p x m . .  .  . i i p i /is1 is1
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An elementary Galois-theoretic argument together with the fact that p
< <.does not divide G , shows that a is an R-combination of characters of G,
where R is the ring of algebraic integers in K. To complete the construc-
wG : H x .’tion of g with gg s d , we set u s e p 1 , and then set g s ura .G
 .We note that g x g R for each x g G, and then an argument of
w xMason 4 can be easily adapted to show that g is an R-combination of
irreducible characters of G. It is also clear that we have gg s d , as V has
w xdimension G : H . We note that
 .r xw x  .G : H yr x’g x s e p x m .  . p i /is1
for each x g G.
w x < : <  .Remark. We note that if G : H and x are both odd, then r x is
 . < <odd, so that g x is a rational integer. In particular, if G is odd, then g is
rational-valued.
The above arguments may be easily adapted to prove:
THEOREM. Let p be a prime which does not di¨ ide the order of the finite
group G. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let c be the generalized character of
 . r  x .  .   :.G with c x s p for all x g G, where r x is the number of H, x -
double cosets in G. Let v be a primiti¨ e complex pnth root of unity, z be a
< < w x w xcomplex primiti¨ e G th root of unity, K s Q z , L s K v . Then there is a
w xZ v -combination of irreducible characters, a , say, of G such thatn
c s a s. n
 .sgGal LrK
 . .wG : H xAlso, setting g s 1 y v 1 ra , we ha¨en G n
g s s d , n
 .sgGal LrK
 .  .where d is the generalized character associated as abo¨e to the GF p -
permutation module afforded by the action of G on the cosets of H. Further-
more, g is also an algebraic integer combination of characters.n
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